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Design of Microstrip Quadruplet Filters
With Source–Load Coupling

Ching-Ku Liao and Chi-Yang Chang, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Quadruplet microstrip filters with source–load cou-
pling are proposed to achieve similar skirt selectivity and/or
in-band flat group delay as that of a sixth-order canonical form
or an extracted pole microstrip filter. The diagnosis method of
unwanted effects such as asynchronous resonant frequencies and
unwanted couplings, which often occurs in the microstrip’s open
environment, is described in detail. A systematic design flow to
implement a quadruplet microstrip source–load coupled filter
with proper filter response is also provided. Two trial filters ex-
hibited quasi-elliptical and flat group-delay response are designed
and fabricated. Both theoretical and experimental results are
presented.

Index Terms—Diagnosis, flat group delay, microstrip quadruplet
filter, source–load coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-PERFORMANCE microstrip filters with high selec-
tivity and linear in-band phase response has been studied

over the last two decades [1]. Additional cross-coupling between
nonadjacent resonators are often used to generate finite trans-
mission zeros for high selectivity or linear phase. Naturally, the
topology of the coupling network determines the number of finite
transmission zeros, whereas the relative signs and magnitudes of
the different coupling coefficients control the positions of finite
transmission zeros. Some well-known topologies such as canon-
ical form, cascade quadruplet (CQ), cascade trisection (CT) [1],
and extracted-pole [2] have been successfully realized using a
microstrip. For instance, Jokela [3] has shown that sixth-order
canonical form filter can achieve both high selectivity and linear
phase, which is attractive when comparing the passband insertion
loss with the CQ filter. In the CQ configuration, a minimal of
eighth order is required to generate the real-frequency transmis-
sion zeros pair for selectivity, and real axis transmission zeros
pair for linear phase. An eighth-order CQ filter introduces more
insertion loss than that of a sixth-order canonical form filter, but
it gets the gain of independent transmission zeros where design
and tuning becomes easy. However, there are some disadvan-
tages attached to the canonical structure as mentioned in [2].
Besides, according to Jokela’s paper [3], the in-band flat group
delay and skirt selectivity can be obtained simultaneously, but a
requirement of should hold for easy implementation.
This requirement simplifies the coupling routine, but greatly
constrains the freedom of choice of filter response.
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Fig. 1. Microstrip implementation for: (a) sixth-order quasi-elliptic filter
with linear phase response using extracted-pole technique and (b) proposed
quadruplet filter with source–load coupling.

To avoid the disadvantage of the canonical form filter, Yeo
and Lancaster [2] proposed the extracted-pole microstrip filter,
as shown in Fig. 1(a), where the concept is originally used in a
waveguide filter. The extracted-pole filter depicts better control
of finite transmission zeros than that of the canonical form filter,
but it is relatively large due to the need of phase shifters. In this
paper, we propose the fourth-order filter with source–load cou-
pling, as shown in Fig. 1(b), to generate two pairs of transmis-
sion zeros as a sixth-order canonical form or eighth-order CQ
filter does. The synthesis methods of the symmetric resonator
filters with source–load coupling are well documented in the
literature [4], [5]. A coupling diagram of the symmetric fourth-
order filter with source–load coupling is shown in Fig. 2(a).
However, in realistic implementation of a microstrip filter, the
unwanted cross-couplings always exist and lead the coupling
route to become complicated, as shown in Fig. 2(b). To iden-
tify all parameters corresponding to unwanted cross-couplings,
frequency alignment, and source–load coupling, powerful com-
puter-aided design (CAD) tools are needed. Recently, an ele-
gant diagnosis method has been proposed to help the design of
symmetric coupled-resonator filters [6]. However, the method
in [6] has not taken the source–load coupling into account. In
this paper, we propose a diagnosis scheme, which is applicable
to arbitrary topologies with or without source–load coupling.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the phenom-
enon of asymmetric responses of a quadruplet filter is discussed
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Fig. 2. Coupling and routing scheme of symmetric cross-coupled quadruplet
filter with source–load coupling. (a) Ideal case. (b) Including the unwanted
diagonal cross-couplings.

and design guidelines are provided. In Section III, the CAD
method is introduced to extract the coupling matrix with pre-
scribed topologies. In Section IV, the diagnosis method is ap-
plied to the design of the proposed filter. Both theoretical and
experimental results are presented for comparison.

II. ASYMMETRIC FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The cross-coupled quadruplet filter is the well-known
building block for generating a pair of finite transmission zeros,
which can improve skirt selectivity or in-band group-delay
flatness. The conventional coupling diagram of a quadruplet
filter is similar to Fig. 2(a) , except that source–load coupling is
excluded. The explicit relation between the finite transmission
zeros and coupling coefficients can be expressed in the low-pass
domain as follows [7]:

(1)

In (1), is the normalized frequency and are the coupling
coefficients in the low-pass prototype. The relation between
and actual frequency is , where

is the center frequency of the filter and is the bandwidth
of the filter. For improving the skirt selectivity of the filter, the
finite transmission zeros are put in the real frequency axis and
the relation must be satisfied. On the
other hand, to generate the imaginary frequency transmission
zeros for in-band group delay flatness,

must hold. However, the unwanted diagonal cross-couplings
occur easily in the microstrip cross-coupled filter due to the
microstrip’s open environment. Both unwanted diagonal cross-
couplings and asynchronous resonant frequencies of resonators
would destroy the ideal symmetric response of the reflection
coefficient and transmission coefficient . In [6] and
[8], the authors have shown how to extract the unwanted di-
agonal cross-coupling and to adjust the resonant frequencies
of resonators to compensate the distortion of return loss for a
skirt selectivity filter. However, in the case of a flat group-delay
filter, we find that the unwanted cross-couplings seriously de-
grade the flatness of in-band group delay and should be sup-
pressed to a negligible level. Fig. 3 shows some examples to
demonstrate the phenomena. In Fig. 3(a), an ideal response of
the synchronous-tuned quadruplet filter with symmetric finite
transmission zeros at is shown. If the values of un-

wanted cross-couplings and are equal to 0.06, the
frequency response after adjusting the resonant frequencies is
shown in Fig. 3(b). It can be observed that the transmission zeros
drift slightly and the height of bumps tilts. In many prac-
tical applications, this change of is acceptable. However,
in the case of a flat group-delay filter, as shown in Fig. 3(c),
the finite transmission zeros are located at . Setting

, which is similar to the previous case, and
adjusting the resonant frequency to optimize the in-band return
loss, we would get the results shown in Fig. 3(d). It is obvious
that the response of has negligible change, but the in-band
group delay tilts seriously. In most linear phase filter applica-
tions, this tilting of group delay is not allowed.

From the above discussion, some observations are summa-
rized as follows. First, higher order symmetric filters in folded
form are hard to design since tuning of resonant frequencies
is needed for compensating the in-band return-loss distortion.
Besides, controlling more than one pair of finite transmission
zeros and keep the return loss good is even more difficult. On
the contrary, the source–load coupling has an extremely small
contribution to the passband response and is much easier to im-
plement an extra pair of transmission zeros. In other words, we
can control the additional pair of finite transmission zeros and
keep the original finite transmission zeros unchanged by merely
adjusting source–load coupling without fine tuning another por-
tion of the filter. Second, the unwanted cross-coupling is sur-
prisingly harmful to the performance of the in-band flap group-
delay response. The only way to implement a good in-band flap
group-delay filter is to avoid the unwanted cross-coupling.

III. CAD METHOD FOR FILTER DIAGNOSIS

InSectionII,weignore thecouplingterm , ,and
to facilitate thediscussionandgivesomedesignguidelines for the
quadruplet filter. To get further insight about the correspondence
between the proposed physical layout in Fig. 1(b) and the cou-
pling diagram shown in Fig. 2(b), we introduce the CAD tool to
extract the entire filter network parameters from the electromag-
netic (EM) simulated results here.

The extraction method proposed here has two major steps.
In the first step, we extract the transversal
coupling matrix, for the filter of order from the EM simu-
lated response as Garia-Lamperez et al. have done in [9]. In [9],
the authors apply the Cauchy method to get the rational poly-
nomial approximation of and from the EM sim-
ulated results, and then generate the corresponding transversal
coupling matrix by the method proposed by Cameron [10]. Ex-
tracting the coefficients of the rational function by the Cauchy
method is attractive since there is no need of calibrating the ref-
erence plane as that in [6] and [11]. In this step, we would get
the transversal coupling matrix such as the following (take the
proposed quadruplet filter for instance):

(2)
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Fig. 3. Quadruplet filter with: (a) ideal quasi-elliptical response, (b) inclusion of unwanted cross-coupling, (c) ideal flap group-delay response, and (d) inclusion
of unwanted cross-coupling.

The coupling matrix is related to the responses of and
via the following equation [12]:

(3)

(4)

Here, and
, is similar to the identity matrix,

except that , is the
symmetric coupling matrix, is the center frequency

of the filter and is its bandwidth, and is the diagonal
matrix . , whose value
is , accounts for the resonator loss. is the
unloaded quality factor of the resonator. Note that is set
to be zero in the filter parameter-extraction process since the
assumption of a lossless network must be satisfied in the extrac-
tion of and [9]. After getting the coupling matrix
of prescribed topology, one can put back to calculate the
practical filter response.

In the second step, the transversal coupling matrix is trans-
formed into the prescribed topology. It is known that by ap-
plying the multiple similar transformations to the coupling ma-
trix, one can get the equivalent coupling matrix with the same
electrical performance as the original coupling matrix. Some
methods may be found in the literature, which describe how to
find the sequence of rotations (and the corresponding angles)

required for obtaining a few specific topologies [10], [13], [14].
However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, how to transfer
the transversal coupling matrix into the topology shown in Fig. 2
is still not known. Fortunately, one can apply the numerical op-
timization technique to determine the sequence and rotation an-
gles of the multiple similar transformations as done by Mac-
chiarella in [15]. The method reported in [15] works well for the
synthesis of a filter with an order up to 12. The initial coupling
matrix being used in [15] is the canonical folded or generic form,
which corresponds to the filter of order with a maximum of

finite transmission zeros.
In this paper, we apply the optimization method as proposed

by Macchiarella to transform the transversal coupling matrix to
the prescribed topology, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Note that using
the transversal coupling matrix as an initial coupling matrix ex-
tends the method of [15] applicable to a filter of order with a
maximum of finite transmission zeros. In the following, we
take the quadruplet filters as an example since they will be used
in Section IV. Applying the multiple similar transformations to
the transversal coupling matrix in (2), we would get the new
coupling matrix and , which can be expressed as

(5)
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Fig. 4. (a) Quadruplet filter with the capacitive source–load coupling controlled by the controlling line. (b) Fabricated filter with dimension (in mils) S1 = 4,
S2 = 8, S3 = 41, E1 = 90, E2 = 20,W1 = 64,W2 = 30, h1 = 310, h2 = 250, g1 = 42, g2 = 26, and Line = 160.

Fig. 5. (a) Response of quadruplet filter. (b) Response of quadruplet filter with
controlling line of source–load coupling. Circle: EM simulated results. Solid
line: circuit model.

where is the rotation matrix of order corre-
sponding to pivot and angle . is defined as
follows:

Fig. 6. Experimental and circuit model results. Solid line: experimental
results. Dashed line: circuit model including loss term.

(6)
The cost function for the topology shown is Fig. 2(b) is

defined as

(7)
The first four terms in the cost function indicate which cross-
coupling elements must vanish, while the last four terms indi-
cate the symmetry of the coupling route. If the symmetric con-
dition was not included in the cost function, we might get the
nonphysical solutions. In the practical implementation of the
minimization procedure, the Gauss–Newton method is used to
determine the rotation angles , which min-
imize the cost function . Once the rotation angles are deter-
mined, we can get the corresponding coupling matrix .

It should be mentioned that the proposed extraction scheme
could be applied to arbitrary topologies once their feasibility has
been assessed. Depending on the setting of different cost func-
tions, different topologies can be obtained after multiple similar
transformations. For the filter of order , one can choose the
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Fig. 7. (a) Quadruplet filter with the inductive source–load coupling controlled by the controlling line. (b) Fabricated filter with dimension (in mils) d = 20,
Line = 800, s = 4, L3 = 575, L1 = 940, L2 = 770, L3 = 575, h1 = 340, and h2 = 304.

coupling matrix or coupling ma-
trix as the initial coupling matrix, depending on the maximum
number of finite transmission zeros. If the maximum number of
finite transmission zeros is less than , either an
[15] or coupling matrix [16] can be chosen.
Otherwise, the transversal coupling matrix
should be applied.

IV. FILTER DESIGN EXAMPLES

Here, we will focus on development of two novel quadruplet
filters with source–load coupling and utilize the CAD tool in-
troduced in Section III to do a diagnosis of the proposed filters.
The design procedures are summarized as follows. Following
the synthesis method described in [10], one would get the ideal
coupling matrix with the topology shown in Fig. 2(a). The
corresponding spacing between every resonator is determined
through the characterization of the couplings, as described in [1,
Ch. 8]. After EM simulation, the values of unwanted cross-cou-
plings are extracted. Fixing the values of unwanted couplings,
the optimization technique is then applied to determining
the required frequency shifts of resonators and the change of
other coupling elements to compensate the distortion of
[17]. Two examples are given to show the design procedures.
The first filter is designed to have two pairs of real frequency
transmission zeros at normalized frequency , 6 for

skirt selectivity. The second filter is intended to have one pair
of real frequency transmission zeros at normalized frequency

for selectivity and another pair at
for in-band flap group delay. The center frequency, fractional
bandwidth, and maximum in-band return loss of both filters are
2.4 GHz, 3.75%, and 20 dB, respectively. The filters are built
on a 20-mil-thick Rogers RO4003 substrate with ,

. The commercial EM simulation software
Sonnet 9.0 [18] is used to perform the simulation.

A. Quadruplet Filter With Two Pair of Real Frequency
Transmission Zeros

The proposed layout is shown in Fig. 4. In order to see the
effect of the controlling line, we exclude the controlling line
at first and adjust the quadruplet filter following the previously
mentioned procedures. After extracting the unwanted diagonal
cross-couplings of the quadruplet filter and compensate them,
we would get the EM simulated response, shown as circles in
Fig. 5(a). Using the CAD tool developed in Section III together
with the cost function defined in (7), the extracted coupling ma-
trix (with the value of cost function ) is obtained
as shown in the equation at the bottom of this page. The corre-
sponding response of is also shown in Fig. 5(a), denoted as
a solid line for comparison.
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After adding the controlling line of source–load coupling, the
EMsimulatedresponse isshowninFig.5(b),andisdenotedascir-
cles. The corresponding extracted coupling matrix (with the
value of cost function ) is shown in the first equation at
the bottom of this page. The corresponding response of coupling
matrix is also shown in Fig. 5(b), denoted as a solid line.

Comparing and , it can be easily observed that the
introduction of the controlling line is only a small perturbation to
the original quadruplet. In other words, the controlling line has
a negligible contribution to the passband response. Besides, the
existence of the tiny unwanted diagonal cross-couplings
and in matrix explain why the response is asymmetric
because the response becomes symmetric as and
are excluded from . Taking matrix into (3) and (4), and
setting unloaded quality factor , the results are shown
in Fig. 6, denoted as dashed lines. The measured responses are
also shown in Fig. 6, denoted as solid lines. Comparing the circuit
model responses with measured responses, an excellent fit can be
observed, except some frequency drift toward a lower frequency.

B. Quadruplet Filter for Flap Group Delay and Skirt
Selectivity

As mentioned in Section II, the unwanted cross-couplings
and would destroy the in-band group-delay flatness.

To reduce the strength of unwanted couplings, we use the
L-shaped resonator and arrange the resonators in square to
maximize the distance between diagonal resonators, as shown
in Fig. 7. The coupled lines with length , , and con-
trol the strength of coupling between L-shaped resonators,
respectively. The inductive source–load coupling is effectively
controlled by changing the length of the controlling line with
both ends connected to the ground. Resonant frequencies of
resonators can be tuned by adjusting the length and .
Following similar procedures in the previous design, we can
get the extracted coupling matrix , as shown in the second
equation at the bottom of this page. The corresponding response
of fits well with the EM simulated results, as shown in
Fig. 8. Taking into (3) and (4) and setting unloaded quality
factor , we have the filter responses shown in Fig. 9
as doted lines. The experimental results are also shown in Fig. 9
as solid lines, which are similar to the circuit model results,
except with a similar frequency drift as shown in the former

Fig. 8. Response of quadruplet filter with controlling line of source–load
coupling. Circle: EM simulated results. Solid line: circuit model.

example. The frequency drift might come from the discrepancy
of the substrate dielectric constant. In other words, the dielectric
constant might be greater than the data sheets’ value of 3.38.

From the above two examples, we can conclude that the con-
trolling line of source–load coupling can effectively adjusting the
position of finite transmission zeros with negligible perturbation
to the passband. It is suggested that one can design the symmetric
folded coupled-resonator filter at first and then adds the control-
ling line to control the source–load coupling without fine-tuning
the other portion of the filter. The design method may apply to a
higher order symmetric folded coupled-resonator filter.
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Fig. 9. Experimental and circuit model results. (a) Return loss and insertion
loss. (b) Group delay. Solid line: experimental results. Dashed Line: circuit
model including loss term.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed some microstrip filter struc-
tures suitable to have source–load coupling to generate extra
transmission zeros. The importance and difficulty of frequency
alignment and avoiding the unwanted couplings in a microstrip
filter have also been discussed. A novel diagnosis scheme has
been proposed. Following a systematic design flow, two quadru-
plet filters with source–load coupling where one was designed
for quasi-elliptical and another was designed for flat group-delay
responses were fabricated, and the measured results agree well
with that of theory. It has been shown that the diagnosis method
described in this paper greatly helps to judge the unwanted effects
in the microstrip quadruplet filter, where these effects were usu-
allyverydifficult to specify in themicrostrip’sopenenvironment.
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